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• The greenback edged lower on Tuesday amid the better performance of global equities and

weaker US Treasury yields. Activity, however, was limited ahead of the FOMC Meeting

Minutes and US Durable Goods Orders to be out on Wednesday.

• Meanwhile, the Federal Reserve November meeting minutes will be closely scrutinized too for

fresh signals on the central bank’s future policy course, especially after Federal Reserve Chair

Jerome Powell said at the November meeting press conference that the United States interest

rates will go higher than earlier projected. Therefore, the Federal Reserve’s Statement of

Economic Projections (SEP) alongside the Dot Plot chart will hold the key to determining the

peak rate.

• The focus is shifting firmly to the Fed minutes due to be released later on Wednesday. The

market has been looking, almost clamoring, for signs of slowdown in the pace of interest rate

hikes. The oft-looked-for but not-yet-sighted Fed pivot might be on the horizon. Or so the

market hopes. Wednesday also happens to be PMI day with preliminary November readings

scheduled to be released across the globe, with data from the UK and euro zone likely to take

the center stage.
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EURUSD

 EUR/USD gained nearly 50 pips on Tuesday and closed above 1.0300. The pair

continues to edge higher in the early European morning. S&P Global PMI surveys are

expected to show that the business activity in Germany's and the Eurozone's

manufacturing and services sectors continued to contract in early November.

 EUR/USD seems to have been supported by short-term uptrend line. The bulls currently

aim the level of 1.0350 as an immediate target during the further advances. Technically,

the pair’s ability to oversteps above the resistance of 1.0350 keeps the EUR/USD buyers

hopeful to aim the 1.0480 level. Meanwhile, breaking the short-term uptrend line, could

drag the asset to Sep 12 high at 1.0200.
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GBPUSD

 GBP/USD took advantage of the US Dollar's modest weakness on Tuesday and climbed

toward the upper limit of its weekly range near 1.1900. The pair trades in a relatively

tight range near that level early Wednesday.

 An uptrend line from Nov 4 has restricted the immediate downside of GBPUSD, around

1,1790. The asset is likely to find a bullish impulsive wave after completing its

correction, which could drive the pair towards Nov 18 high around 1.1930. The sellers

need a sustained move below 1.1740 and uptrend line to accelerate the downfall back

towards 1.1628.
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USDJPY

 USD/JPY retreated from the 10-day high it touched above 142.00 earlier in the week and

ended up losing 100 pips on Tuesday. The pair seems to have gone into a consolidation

phase above 141.00 mid-week.

 USD/JPY bulls’ inability to conquer the level of 142.00 has redirected the pair towards the

short-term uptrend line. A sustained move below this trend line will send the pair to the

level of 140.500, followed by Nov low around 139.00. On the contrary, for more upside,

bulls need to surpass the resistance of 142.00, which will send the pair to 142.85 and

downtrend line.
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XAUUSD

 Gold price struggled to gather bullish momentum on Tuesday and stretched lower toward

$1,730 in the Asian session on Wednesday before staging a rebound. Although the US T-

bond yields hold steady, XAU/USD is having a tough time attracting bulls amid growing

concerns over the demand outlook with China starting to tighten coronavirus restrictions.

 The price is being resisted by downtrend line while trapped between there and support near

$1,730. The price will find initiative selling if it slips below $1,730, which will send the

pair towards $1,715. On the contrary, bulls could regain control if the asset oversteps the

downtrend line and $1,750 confidently. This will drive the Gold towards the resistance of

$1,760.
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 U.S. stocks rallied on Tuesday, with the S&P 500 closing at its highest level in 2-1/2

months, as a sales forecast by Best Buy dampened concerns high inflation would lead to a

dismal holiday shopping season while a bounce in oil prices helped lift energy shares.

 The gains in Best Buy helped boost the S&P 500 retail (.SPXRT) index 1.21%. Rose

397.82 points, or 1.18%, to 34,098.1, the S&P 500

 The pair is facing a key resistance around $4000 and it will rise to $4100 and downtrend

line in case sellers fail to defend that level. Meanwhile, bears can put the pair back under

pressure, exposing the level of $3950. A break lower could target the price of $3900.
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